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The Lucent Library of Science and Technology - Virtual RealityLucent Books, 2004

	The twentieth-century scientific and technological

	revolution that British physicist Stephen Hawking

	describes in the above quote has transformed virtually

	every aspect of human life at an unprecedented pace.

	Inventions unimaginable a century ago have not only

	become commonplace but are now considered necessities

	of daily...
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Harnessing HibernateO'Reilly, 2008
Harnessing Hibernate is an ideal introduction to the popular framework that lets Java developers work with information from a relational database easily and efficiently. Databases are a very different world than Java objects, and they often involve people with different skills and specializations. With Hibernate, bridging these two worlds is...
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Best Practices in Business Technology ManagementAuerbach Publications, 2008
A Tour de Force of Business Technology Management
Despite the exponential growth of computing and communications technology, the inertia of old business technology management practices still drives most investment decisions in this area. Companies spend too much money on new technology, while their business models and...
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Mass Spectrometry in Biophysics : Conformation and Dynamics of BiomoleculesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
The first systematic summary of biophysical mass spectrometry techniques      

Recent advances in mass spectrometry (MS) have pushed the frontiers of analytical chemistry into the biophysical laboratory.  As a result, the biophysical community's acceptance of MS-based methods, used to study protein higher-order structure and dynamics,...
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Beginning XML (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2004
Beginning XML provides a complete course in the Extensible Markup   Language (XML) with an unusually gradual learning curve. In fact, the   introduction states that the book is "for people who know that it would be a   pretty good idea to learn the language, but aren't 100 percent sure why."   Despite its recognition of the...
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Three Laws of Nature: A Little Book on ThermodynamicsYale University Press, 2019

	A short and entertaining introduction to thermodynamics that uses real-world examples to explain accessibly an important but subtle scientific theory

	 

	A romantic description of the second law of thermodynamics is that the universe becomes increasingly disordered. But what does that actually mean? Starting with...
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Innovation in Cultural Systems: Contributions from Evolutionary Anthropology (Vienna Series in Theoretical Biology)MIT Press, 2009
In recent years an interest in applying the principles of evolution to the study of culture emerged in the social sciences. Archaeologists and anthropologists reconsidered the role of innovation in particular, and have moved toward characterizing innovation in cultural systems not only as a product but also as an evolutionary process. This...
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XSLT Programmer's ReferenceWrox Press, 2000
As XML begins to take hold, the eXtensible Stylesheet Language: Transformation (XSLT) standard will be playing a major role in making all those XML predictions a reality. Author Michael Kay exudes enthusiasm in this guide, XSLT Programmer's Reference, by taking every opportunity to illustrate the power and flexibility of XSLT.
  Kay...
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ASP .NET Kick StartSams Publishing, 2002
This is an introductory book on creating ASP.NET Web applications using Microsoft Visual Studio .NET. The focus of this book is the Visual Studio .NET development environment. You will learn how to take full advantage of the features of the Visual Studio .NET development environment to quickly develop professional Web...
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Digital Da Vinci: Computers in MusicSpringer, 2014

	The Digital Da Vinci book series opens with the interviews of music mogul Quincy Jones, MP3 inventor Karlheinz Brandenburg, Tommy Boy founder Tom Silverman and entertainment attorney Jay L. Cooper. A strong supporter of science, technology, engineering and mathematics programs in schools, The Black Eyed Peas founding member will.i.am...
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Best Practices Are Stupid: 40 Ways to Out-Innovate the CompetitionPortfolio Hardcover, 2011

	What if almost everything you know about creating a culture of innovation is wrong? What if the way you are measuring innovation is choking it? What if your market research is asking all of the wrong questions?


	It's time to innovate the way you innovate.


	Stephen Shapiro is one of America's foremost innovation...
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Advanced Photoshop CS3 Trickery & FX (Graphics Series)Charles River, 2007
Advanced Photoshop CS3 Trickery & FX is a completely updated edition of this specialized book for Photoshop users wishing to go beyond the basics. It takes digital artists to the next level of creativity by teaching them how to blend their artistic talent seamlessly with the powerful tools of Photoshop CS3. The book is packed with full color...
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